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INfRODUCTION TO THE PROBLEM
As our society becomes more complex, and as the world continues to
change, reading becomes more important. Clift states: "In a world in which
the adult is hard put to cope with the ideas that strive for and require his
attention, reading remains the single most important form of communication
available to him and the most effective tool for his continuing education. ,,1
Educators and reading experts are seeking to understand the adult
reader. It can be said that "reading is one of the good things in life, ,,2 yet
studies show that a great number of Americans do not do any volWltary reading
that is socially valuable. Studies have shown that
Those who drop out of school at the end of high school virtually stop all
reading activities outside of newspapers and magazines. Those who con-
tinue through college continue to read while in college but reduce the
amount of their reading drastically when college ends. Those who continue
in the academic world continue to read - but in this atmosphere reading is
part of the job as much as it is voluntary recreation. It cannot be denied
IDavid H. Clift, "Introduction," Adult Reading, Fifty-fifth Yearbook of
the National Society for the Study of Education, Part II (Chicago: The University
of Chicago Press, 1955), p. 1.
2Ibid . p. 2.
1
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that much of the reading of these groups is pursued for a specific and
tangible end and not for its own sake. 1
It is a great concern, therefore, to improve the quality and quantity of
adult reading, since reading can be used as a measurement of social and indi-
vidual progress.
Statement of the Problem
The purpose of this research was to examine the interests, types, and
breadth of the reading habits of the professional hospital personnel in a religious
community. It also undertook maturity of reading through use of an adapted
form of Gray's Reading Maturity Scale.
The specific objectives of this study were:
1. To determine the amount of time Sisters spend reading either
professional or non -professional material.
2. To survey the types of professional reading materials readily
available to the Sisters and the consistency with Wllich these
materials were utilized.
3. To examine the extent to which professional reading influenced
the professional growtl1 of the individual.
4. To discover the purposes for reading, areas of interest, and the
factors which influenced the selection of reading materials.
lLester Asheim, "What do Adults Read?" Adult Reading, Fifty-fifth
Yearbook of the Natiol1al Society for the Study of Education, Part II (Chicago:
The University of Chicago Press, 1955),p. 22.
3
5. To determine the age at which reading was first stimulated and
to discover who or what influenced this stimulation.
Scope and Limitations
This study was concerned with a religious community who has as one of
its principle works the care of the sick. The study was limited to ninety-eight
Sisters who were professionally employed in seven hospitals conducted by the
religious community located in the states of Wisconsin, Iowa and Missouri.
The research was restricted to the professional and non-professional reading
materials related to the development of the person. Spiritual reading was not
included in this study.
Significance of the Study
Reading has always played a significant role in the lives of people. The
chief purposes for reading have varied widely from time to time in harmony
witll the changing needs, ideals, and aspirations of the American People.
Persons who read do so for many different reasons, as different as men are
different from one another. We read for the rich enjoyment that comes
from sharing the experiences of a penetrating mind or following the magic
of a master storyteller. We read as one of the tasks of daily living. We
read, particularly in these confused times, to lll1derstand the trials that
beset mankind and to help keep even our sense of balance in a changi.p.g
world ... We read because we like to, and we read because we must. 1
Therefore, it is essential to keep in tune with our rapidly developing
nation. Reading then is indispensable for the religious who wishes to insure
personal growth through vocational experience.
lClift, op. cit., p. 2-3.
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The Sister WI10 inquires, 'What good will it do me, as a religious, to read
a novel or a drama or even some poetry?" is obviously operating on the
erroneous supposition that there is a dichotomy between religious life and
a meaningful experience with art. . .. There can never be any point at
which a person stops, satisfied that her background in a single or in
several areas is complete and sufficiently amplified. If it is a truism
that the spiritual life can never for a moment be considered as having
rendered the fullness of its perfection, it is equally as foolish to assume1
that intellectual growth has attained its completion at any given moment.
From her reading then, in whatever field it may be, the religious will
have her interests developed with 'regard to many other areas of knowledge.
As Sertillanges states, "reading is the universal means of learning. ,,2
ISister Marian, I.H.M., "Leisure Time: A Spiritual Asset or
Liability?", Review for Religious, XX (1961), pp. 367-68.
2
A.D. Sertillanges, 0 ~ P., The Intellectual Life, (Westminster,
Maryland: The Newman Press, 1952), po 106.
CHAPTER II
SURVEY OF RELATED LITERATURE
Introduction
"Modem man carries a burden of anxiety inherited from generations
of strllggle to survive, to gain identity, and to derive joy from his own achieve-
ments and the society of his fellows. He had added to these accumulated
anxieties a few new ones, including a nightmare of total annihilation for man-
kind and another, almost as frightening, of total replacement by the machine. ,,1
As the demands of modem day liVing continue to increase, so do the
demands of man the reader. As Chose says they "may be summed up in the
necessity of dealing with present conflicts and anxieties so as to win through
to higher ground. ,,2
This survey of literature is restricted and limited to the reading
habits and interests of adult readers.
c
Iprancis S. Chose, 'Demands on the Reader in the Next Decade, "





General Reading Habits and Interests of Adults
Reading in General
Reading is indispensable in modern civilization. In the course of a day,
an adult will probably read street signs, advertisements, food labels, traffic
signs, telephone numbers, recipe directions, letters, plus newspapers and
perhaps a magazine or book. Reading is so much a part of daily liVing that it
is hard to imagine modem life without it.
Unfortunately, there is still a small percent of those who know how to
read who tum to reading for their own edification and enjoyment. Asheim in
his article "What do Adults Read" states:
• It • From studies which now exist, covering many different kinds of
patterns in many different kinds of situations, there seems to be an over-
all pattern which cannot be lightly brushed aside. That pattern reveals
that there are very few adults in the United States today who do much
reading of a purely volWltary sort. l
Reading is lUliquely individual and therefore very flexible. "In an age
of mass commWlication in which the motion picture, radio, and television have
successively captured a large share of people's time, reading still retains its
importance. ,,2 The great advantage of reading over listening is that the reader
can set his own pace. However, "•..The average reader does not find an
immediate reward in reading itself; it is not sufficiently pleasurable to warrant
lLester Asheim, ''What do Adults Read 7" , Adult Reading, Fifty-fifth
Yearbook of the National Society for the Study of Education, Part II (Chicago:
The University Press, 1955), p. 22.
2Albert J. Harris, Effective Teaching of Reading, (New York: David
McKay Company,' Inc., 1962), p. 1.
_._.-._._---~-~- -_. --_._-_ ..__.. _-_._--
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the expenditure of time and money which he more readily gives to moving pic-
tures and television. ,,1 Further research shows that
One doesn't have time to do 'unnecessary' things -- and reading is appar-
ently one of these unnecessary activities to the average man. When a
piece of information can be found only in a book, when reading will1ead to
a specific proficiency for which an immediate reward is forthcoming, when
social or business success can be shown to be dependent upon what books
make available, people will read. Delayed rewards have little appeal ....
It is not that the reader could not get pleasure, enlightenment, enjoyment,
or refreshment from his reading as great as that available on the ,screens,
to which he devotes so much of his time. It is that to get a similar reward
from reading, he has to work harder for it. For reading is a highly devel-
oped skill; it is not the mere passive acceptance of the efforts of others.
It is no accident that amoWlt of reading correlates so highly with education;
one must be educated to be able to read at all; and one must have had con-
siderable practice in reading to be able to read well. To be able to read
with pleasure and with ease requires continual practice, continual exercise,
continual improvement in the skill. 2
At the National COWlcil of Teachers of English Convention held on
November 24, 1962, 'The first speaker cited a study which showed that 48 per
cent of the adults in the United States had not read one book during the year. ,J
The phrase "I Never Have Time to Read" is heard so often, but time may
not really be as scarce as we make out. As Stering says, "It may be that the
problem is not that there is no time to read but that you choose to use if for
other activities. ,,4
1 .
Asheim, Ope cit., p. 23
2rbid. pp. 23-24.
3Robert Karlin, "Library-Book Borrowing vs. Library-Book Reading, "
Reading Teacher, XVL (November, 1962), p. 77 0
4John Stering, "I Never Have Time to Read," Education Digest, XXIV,
(February, 1959), p. 50.
jl.
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Robinson showed in his article that:
As adults of the future gain more and more leisure time, their need for
reading will increase rather than decrease. They willieam many other
ways of utilizing and enjoying their leisure too, but many will find it im-
perative to tum to the solitary, individual act of reading -- of choosing
their own excursion into the world of yesterday, tomorrow, or even
today.!
Carter Jr. states that " failure to learn to read often results in personal
and social maladjustments in and out of school with prevalent symptoms of
nervous tension, bold front, retreat reaction, counter-attacks, withdrawn
reactions, extreme self-consciousness, submission, timidity, and indifferent
and recalcitrant reactions. ,,2
Despite the fact that book sales have increased, books have been the
diet of few. Seemingly, those who do read are reading more.
Lowery very aptly expresses her view of reading when she says: ''We
hold reading to be self-evident that all men must read, that they are endowed
by reading with certain inalienable rights, among these are better understanding,
fruitful commWlication, intelligent interpretation, and enjoyment. ,,3
IH. Alan Robinson, 'Developing Lifetime Readers, "loumal of Reading,
(January f 1968), p. 261.
2R . P. Carter Jr., ''The Adult Social Adjustment of Retarded and Non-
Retarded Readers, " Journal of Reading, (December, 1967), p. 224.
3Gertrude Holden Lowery,· ''Reading Is Key to Life, Liberty and Pursuit
of Happiness,·" English Joumal , LVII (September, 1969), p. 889.
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Reading Habits
The importance of good reading abilities in the general population has
been stressed by Huss in his discussion of the reading needs of a democracy.
In his opinion "it is important not only that readers be able to grasp the mean-
ing of what they read, but that they be able to translate it in terms of purpose,
authority, and validity. ,,1
Schlick and Schmidt in their article state:
The ability to read well is recognized as one of the most important skills
anyone can have. Reading is a tool of the acquisitive mind: it is the vehicle
for obtaining ideas that can be transmitted verbally. The person who reads
well has at his command a means for widening his intellectual horizon and
for multiplying his opportunities for experience. Moreover, reading is a
crucial factor affecting intellectual and emotional growth. 2
The average adult reads about one book a month according to the findings
of Link and Hopf. They also found that chances are three to one that a college
graduate is an active reader. The picture changes radically for those who have
only high school training. The chances that a member of this educational group
has used the library in the past year are only one in three in contrast to the
college graduate whose chances are fifty-fifty that he used a library in the past
yearQ
"Viewed as a wage earner the average adult is more likely to be an
1Joseph A. Fischer, "The Volume, Interests and Tastes of Adult
Readers, " Problems, Programs and Projects in College Adult Reading:
Eleventh Yearbook of the National Reading Conference, Milwaukee (The
National Reading Conference Inc., 1965) , p. 155 II
2George B. Schlick and Bernard Schmidt, A Guidebook for the Teaching
of Reading, (Chicago: Psychotachnic Press, Not Dated), p. 10.
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active book reader if he is in the upper thirty per cent of the income distribution
than if he is in the lower thirty per cent. ,,1
It has been noted that the "college graduates spent about as much time
with magazines as with books, but high school graduates spend almost twice as
much time with magazines as with books, elementary school graduates spend
nearly three times as much time reading magazines as they do reading books. ,,2
It is also interesting to note the effect of geographical location on the
habits of the adult reader. "More active readers live in the eastern and
western states than in the midwestern and southern states. ,,3
Publishers also do much to help foster the reading habit. In current
practice the publisher:
1. Attempts to attract the attention and interests of the potential reader,
2. offers publications in an unlimited range of subject areas, 3. provides
tools for parents and teachers to build the reading habit, 4. seeks the
advice of experts,S. makes use of manufacturing and promotional re-
search, 6. conducts studies and projects, and 7. cooperates in projects
designed to promote the reading habit. 4
Books themselves also play an important part in fostering the reading
habit. Obviously, one cannot develop an interest in something about which he
lmows little or nothing. Books, if they are to be used and enjoyed must be
made available to individuals.
4Malcolm Mellott, "Lifetime Reading Habits and the Publisher, " Reading
Teacher, (April, 1959),pp. 240-41.
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Interests
What people read has been the subject of some investigations.
Studies have indicated that:
The typical adult is likely to be a reader of light fiction, if he has only a
high school education. If he attended college, his tastes lean a little more
toward good modem or even classical fiction. Persons with grade school
educations seem to prefer books on adventure, mystery and religion; high
school graduates prefer adventure; college graduates are more inclined to
subjects such as war, social problems and history. 1
In his study Brandon showed that: 'The three subject areas most largely
represented on the best seller list for the years 1952 - 1954 were: 1. books of
a religiOUS and inspirational nature, 2. biography and biographical novels,
3. historical novels! ,,2 Brandon felt that the adult reader turned towards
books of a religious nature in an effort to find a satisfactory philosophy of life.
Fischer states that the upper-middle class reader's selection includes
'history, biography, war, social problems, and national affairs ... G His fiction
preferences cluster around classics. He will read an occasional detective story
for relaxation. The lower class reader restricts his reading to detective stories,
4fantasy and adventure. "
The Schramm study on ''Why Adults Read" reports that:
IJoseph A. Fischer, op. cit. p. 158.
2Alfred N. Brandon, ''What Are Adults Reading?" Librarx:l0umal
LXXXI (February, 1956),p. 336.
3Joseph A. Fischer, op. cit. p. 159.
4Ibid . p~ 160.
• 'W' t'" _,
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... An individual is likely to read: a. what he can read without unduly
taxing his skill (but also what is not so far below his skill as to bore him),
b. what he can easily fit into his available time; c. what he can easi11bring to hand; and d. what he feels he can afford without Wldue strain.
The average reader reads as well as an average ninth grade student,'
and much of his reading is limited to immediate reward type material in pref-
erence to serious reading with delayed reward.
Causes of Poor Reading
Reading is an art or a skill that must be practiced if the reader is to
achieve a high level of reading performance. It is possible for adults to
improve their reading abilities, yet many read at a very low level of competence.
Cleland considers the following as factors which cause inefficient
reading among adults.
1. Meager experiental background.
2. Inadequate vocabulary.
3. Lack of a differentiated attack, (the slow, laborious reader usually
reads all materials at the same rate, irrespective of the purpose or
difficulty of the material. The efficient reader will pace his rate of
reading according to the purpose of his reading and the difficulty of
the material.
4. Inadequate power of visual perception. (a person should be able to
read for three or four hours continuously without experiencing
visual discomfort. IIi fact, if a person finds that he cannot read for
any extended time without eye discomfort, he should consult a reliable
optometrist or any ophtalmologist without delay. 2
lWilbur Schramm, ''Why Adults Read," Adult Reading, Fifty-fifth
Yearbook of the National Society for the Study of Education, Part II (Chicago:
The University of Chicago Press, 1955), p. 67.
2Donald L. Cleland, "Adults, Too, Improve Their Reading Skill, "
Reading Teacher', (May, 1953), p. 48 .
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In a self diagnosis by 827 college and adult students, Purcell found the
following causes to be of relative importance to reading retardation: "The
resulting rank order: 1. word-by-word reading, 2. vocalizing (hearing all
the words in your mind), 3. back-tracking (going back to re-read words or
phrases not grasped), 4. daydreaming (lapses of attention), 5. monotonous
1plodding, 6. re-reading, and 7. poor vocabulary. "
It is alarming to note that these poor reading habits have persisted up
to the college and adult level and even among bright students.
Characteristics of a Mature Reader
''''Topflight readers are not born, they're made. And into the making
of a good reader goes a lot of dogged persistence, some simple sincerity of
purpose, a willingness to try some new approaches and to change the old ways
of doing things, to break faulty but tenacious habits of incorrect reading, and
to look at the printed page in a new and different light, ,,2
Tinker and McCullough have listed a group of characteristics which
the mature reader possesses:
1. He will have mastered the essential techniques of word identification.
2. His vocabulary will be extensive.
3ct His comprehension will be sufficient to meet any reasonable challenge.
IJohn Wallace Purcell, "Poor Reading Habits: Their Rank Order, n
Reading Teacher, (March, 1962), P II 3580
2paul D', Leedy, Reading Improvement for Adults, (New Yorlc
McGraw-Hill Book Co. ,Inc., 1956), p. 12.
-----."_.~-----_.""-.......~,.;_.---- ........... - .._.- ...-..•._-_.- ....
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4. When required, he will be able to study, to draw conclusions after
thinking things over, to locate and evaluate information on a topic, or
to apply other comprehension and study skills.
5. He will be a versatile reader, knOWing when and how to change his
pace and to employ whatever skills seem appropriate to the material
to be read a.nd to the purpose for which his reading is to be done.
6. I-Ie will demand of himself that he understands what he reads instead of
being satisfied with inadequate or partial understanding.
7. Because good reading is thoughtful reading, he will have learned to
interpret, to evaluate, and to reflect upon what he reads.
8. His reading interests will be extensive and varied.
9. His taste and appreciation will have developed along desirable lines,
enabling him to discriminate what is good from what is not good and
really prefer the good.
10. He realizes that his personal and social adjustment can be promoted
tllrough self-reliant and discriminating interpretation of what he reads.
11. His skill in oral reading has achieved a level that per,mits him to convey
information and give pleasure when reading aloud.
12. He mows pow to use reading to satisfy whatever need he becomes
aware ofe
Gray and Rogers set up criteria for the mature reader when they
studied the reading habits and interests of adults ~ The outline that follows
includes the criteria relating to competence in readingll
I. The recognition and construing of meaning
a. Grasping the literal or sense meaning of a passage
b. Recognizing meanings implied but not stated
c. Recalling related meanings that enrich one's understanding of a
passage
d. Reaching valid conclusions or making generalizations not stated
by the author CI
II. Evaluative reactions to the materials r61d
a. Adopting an attitude of inquiry concerning such items as the accuracy,
value, and quality of what is read.
bo Suspending decisions and using rational standards of judgment in
making evaluative responses
IMiles A. Tinker, and Constance M. McCullough, Teaching
Elementary Reading, (New York: Appleton-Century Crafts, Inc., 1962), p. 9.
t.
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III. Use and application of the ideas acquired
a. Recognizing that what is read may have personal or social value
b. Insightfulness, breadth, and penetration in using or applying the
ideas acqUired1
Overstreet has commented that the mature reader is not one who has
come to a certain level of achievement and stopped there, but one whose linkages
with life are constantly becoming stronger and richer because of his attitudes
which are such as to encourage their growth rather than their stoppage.
Through reading,' our lives become larger. We become better devel-
oped persons, more able to see our own world in proper perspective and more
capable of inspiring other to enlarge their own vision and build for themselves
more meaningfu11ives.
lWilliam S. Gray and Bernice Rogers, Maturity: in Reading: Its




The purpose of this research was to examine the interests, types and
breadth of the reading habits of the professional hospital personnel in a reli-
gious community v In order to achieve the objectives of this study, the following
steps were taken: 1. a survey of literature concerning the reading habits and
interests of adult readers; 2. the construction of a questionnaire; 3. the tab-
ulation and evaluation of the findings ..
This study was limited to the ninety-eight sisters who 'were profession-
ally employed in seven hospitals conducted by the religious community in the
states of Iowa, Missouri, and Wisconsin 8
The Questionnaire
In preparation for this research a survey of literature was the first
step. The writer was Wlable to find any specific literature concerning the
evaluation of the reading habits of hospital personnel. However, some studies
had been made relating to the reading habits and interests of adult readers in
general. These findings are reported in Chapter II.
16
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The six page questionnaire containing twenty-five questions was compiled
after studying the format of other questionnaires that had been prepared on
similar topics. The questionnaire was divided into three parts. Part one con-
cerned general information and background experience. Part two contained
questions relating to the non·professional aspect of reading. It included ques-
tions as to the amount of time devoted to reading each week, enthusiasm for
reading, and interest in reading. Part three dealt with the professional
magazines and books available and the consistency with which they were read.
This section also included a self check on the obstacles that hinder good reading
habits and an appraisal of personal reading status.
The questiolUlaire was a multiple choice type. Place was provided for
writing in other responses or comments. The respondents were also asked to
list the book they were reading, or the most recent book read, and check the
number of weeks or months since the reading.
Revision
The first draft of the questioIUlaire was submitted to the ,writer's advisor
and co-research students. After receiving the comments and criticism, a
second d1-aft was made, copies were sent to ten professional sisters who would
not be included in the study. The questionnaires were returned with criticism
and evaluation. This analysis helped the writer eliminate ambiguous statements.
The questionnaire was then revised to its final form and submitted for approval
18
for use. A letter explainir; ..~ the purpose of this research accompanied the
· hed · · 1ffilmeograp .questIonnaIre.
Collection of Data
The questionnaires were sent to the ninety-eight professional hospital
personnel in seven hospitals in three states during the week of October 19, 1969.
The respondents were asked to return the questionnaire by November 24.
Eighty-seven questionnaires or eighty-nine per cent were returned. The dis-
tribution according to states is shown in Table 1.
TABLE 1








The questionnaires were then grouped according to years of hospital exper-
ience. Group 1 those having one year or less experience; Group 2 those with
two to four years of experience inclusive; Group 3 those with five to nine years
experience inclusive; Group 4 those with ten to twenty years of experience
lSee Appendix I.
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inclusive and Group 5 those with more than twenty years experience as sho,wn in
Table 2.
TABLE 2
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS ACCORDING TO
YEARS OF HOSPITAL EXPERIENCE
Groups Years of Experience
l~espondents
Number Percent
Group 1 1 year or less 3 3.3
Group 2 2 to 4 years inc. 6 6.7
Group 3 5 to 9 years inc. 4 4.5
Group 4 10 to 20 years inc. 20 22.8
Group 5 more than 20 years 54 62.0
A very small percentage of respondents comprised the first three segments
(14.5%) while the majority of respondents were in groups IV and V (84.8%) All
responses were tallied, converted into percentages and assembled into tabular
form for evaluation and interpretation.
Evaluation of Data
Gray's study of the nature and development of reading maturity was used
to evaluate some of the responses to the questionnaire. Gray's scale identifies
five major aspects of reading to be measured. The criteria of maturity, according
to Gray and Rogers, is summarized below:
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Five Basic Aspects of Efficient Reading and
Related Criteria of Maturity
Basic Aspects of Reading Criteria of Maturity
1. Interest in reading ..•........•..••..••.•• a. Enthusiasm for reading
b. Amount of time spent
c . Breadth of interest
d. Depth of interest
2. Purposes for reading. . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . • . . .. a. Variety of purposes
that led to reading
b. Value of purposes used
C Q Awareness of purposes
3. The recognition and construing of meaning.. a. Grasp of literal or
sense meaning
b. Ability to see implied
meanings
c . Ability to use related
meanings
d. Ability to reach con-
elusions and make
generalizations
4. Reaction to and use of ideas apprehended .• e ae Attitude of inquiry
b. Tendency to suspend
judgment
C It Recognition of personal
or social application
of ideas
d. Insightfulness of com-
ments concerning
application
5. Kinds of material read .. . . . . • . . . • • • • • . . .• a. Intellectual challenge
of material read
b. Richness of ideas in
materials read
c . Reading ease of
materials read. 1
lWi11iam S. Gray and Bernice Rogers, Maturitx: in Reading; Its Nature
£~~~ Appraisal, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1956), p. 76.
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There is a five-point scale to measure each of these levels of maturity.
Gray's scale was intended for ;ndividual use rather than grmp use. An adapted
form of this scale is used by the writer in this study and, therefore, they do
not have the same validity accorded them by Gray. The writer believes that
the levels of maturity of some of the scales have value and interest to the
religious community. In Part II of the questionnaire, questions one, two, three,
and six were analyzed according to an adapted form of Gray's scale. The res-
ponses to the questions are reported in Chapter IV.
CHAPTER IV
INTERPRETATION OF FINDINGS
The purpose of this chapter is to analyze the responses to the question-
naire on the reading habits and interests of eighty-seven hospital personnel of a
religious community working in seven hospitals in the states of Iowa, Missouri,
and Wisconsin.
Gray's reading maturity scale was used to judge the responses to:
1) enthusiasm for reading; 2) amount of time spent in reading; 3) breadth of
interest; and 4) purposes for readinge Other responses are reported on and
interpreted without reference to any scale.
Information Concerning Respondents
In the first part of the questionnaire, the respondents were asked to
check the type of work engaged in, their educational status, type of registration
held, and their choice of further study. The types of work engaged in by the
respondents are summarized in Table 3.
It can be noted that, of the l1ine administrators, 148 9% were in the
twenty years or over bracket of hospital experience,' and only 5.0% were in the




INFORMATION CONCERNING TYPES OF WORK
Types of Work
Group I Group II Group III Group IV I Group V Total
No. % No. % l\r % No. % No. % No. %J.\iO.
AdmiIlistration 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 1 5.0 8 14.9 9 10.3
Business Administration 1 33.3 1 16.7 1 25.0 3 15.0 4 7.4 10 11.5
Dietitian 0 0.0 0 0.0 1 25.'0 2 10.0 1 1.8 4 4.6
~1ed. Red. Librarian 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 2 10.0 2 3.7 4 4.6
Nurse 1 33.3 4 66.6 0 0.0 7 35.0 19 35.2 31 35.7
Pharmacist 0 0.0 0 e.o 0 0.0 2 10.0 4 7.4 6 6.9
Technician 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 2 10.0 4 7.4 6 6.9
1~herapist 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 1 1.8 1 1.1




majority of respondents in group II were in the nursing field.
Table 4 shows the educational status of the respondents. Eighteen (20.6%)
of the hospital personnel have eitller a Master's degree or are doing graduate
work; 50.6% have earned a Bachelor's degree or have completed a three year
program in professional traiIling. Since most of the respondents have been in
hospital work for more than ten years, it would be expected that they have com-
pleted their training and have received their registration. However, not all have
degrees because, formerly, many fields only required a training period that did
not lead to a degree.,
Table 5 represents the type of registration held by the respondents.
Nearly half of the respondents (45. 9%) were registered nurses.. Some of the
respondents held more than one type of registration.
When asked about their choice of further education, the participants in
the study offered a variety of responses. These responses are shown in Table 6.
Fields of study other than those listed ranked highest in the total group with 34.5%.
Among the areas of interest were psychology, sociology, and guidance. Theology
ranked second (24.1%). Business and Administration was of interest to 22. 9%
ranking third in choice of the total group. In general, those that ranged in the
groups having more than ten years of experience showed more interest in theology
than those that had less experience.
General Reading Habits
Enthusiasm for Reading
The hospital personnel were asked to determine the degree of their
TABLE 4
EDUCATIONAL BACKGROIJ :[) OF HOSPITAL PERSONNEL
• I
Group I Group II Group III Group 1\' Group V Total
Educational Status
J
No. % No. %1 No. % No. % No. %. No. %
I-ligh Sello:)l 1 33.3 1 16.7 2 50.0 1 5.0 10 It). ~ , I:> 10.J
1 to 3 years College 0 0.0 1 16.7 0 0.0 2 10.0 10 18.5 ~ 13 14.9
IJachelor Degree 2 66.6 3 50.0 1 25.0 10 50.0 15 27.8 31 35.7
I)ost-Graduate Work 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 2 10.0 7 12.9 9 10.3
~,'Iaster Degree 0 0.0 0 0.0 1 25.0 3 15.0 5 9.4 9 10.3
Doctoral Degree 0 0.0 0 0.0' 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0
Otller 0 0.0 1 16.7 0 0.0 2 10.0 7 12.9 10 11.5




INFORMATION ON HOSPITAL PERSONNEL CONCERNING REGISTR.t\TION
.-
Group I Group II I Group III Group IV Group V Total
Types of Registration
No. C7 rJo. % No. % No. % No. %70 No. %
LiccIlsed Practical Nurse a 0.0 I 16.7 0 0.0 2 10.0 2 3.7 5 5.8
Registered Dietitian 0 0.0 0 0.0 1 25.0 2 10.0 1 1.8 4 4.6
Registered Rec. Lib. 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 2 10.0 1 1.8 3 3.4
Registered Nurse 1 33.3 3 50.0 0 0.0 8 ·40.0 28 51.8 40 45.9
Reg~stered PharrrlEtcist 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 2 10.0 4 7.4 6 6.9
Registered Tecl1nician 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 1 5.0 7 12.9 8 9.2
Registered !T~herapist 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 1 1.8 1 1.1
No Registration Req. 2 66.6 1 16.7 3 75.0 3 15.0 8 14.9 17 19.5
Others 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 QoO 0 0.0 0 0.0




CHOICE OF FURTHER STUDY
I. n T ··'W i_ n .' . ,
Group I Group II Group III Group IV Group V Total
Further Study
No. % t-JO. % No. % No. % No. % No. %
-'
Administration & Business 2 66.6 3 50.0 1 25.0 5 25.0 9 16.6 20 22.9
Clinical Work 1 33.3 1 16. 7 0 0.0 1 5.6 2 3.7 5 5.8
Psychiatric Nursing 0 0.0 1 16.7 0 0.0 2 10.0 1 1.8 5 4.6
Specialization in General Nursing 0 0.0 3 50.0 0 0.0 2 10.0 5 9.4 10 11.5
Medical Teclmology 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0
l X -Ray Technology 0 0.0 0 0'-0 1 25.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 1 1.1
Theology 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 7 35.0 14 25.9 21 24.1
OccupatiolL11 Therapy 0 0.0 0 0.'0 0 0.0 2 5.0 4 7.4 6 6.9
Physical Therapy 0 0.0 0 0.0 1 25.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 1 1.1
Visting Nurse 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 3 5.5 3 3.4
Other 2 66.6 1 16.7 2 50.0 9 45.0 16 29.6 30 34.5




enthusiasm for reading by checking one of the five statements listed in Part II
of the questionnaire. Five levels of matur~; relating to enthusiasm for reading
are defined by Gray as follows:
Level 5: Supc:cla.tive expression or expression of extreme need for reading
without limitation as to reading areas.
Level 4: Expressions of enjoyme:nt, interest, pleasure, or satisfaction in
reading or use of superlative statement limited to one area of
reading.
Level 3: Reading considered a conversational tool, a social help, or a tool
on the job but not specifically a thing to enjoy.
Level 2: Expression of neither like or dislike for reading; 8,ttitude largely
indifferent.
Level 1: Expression of definite dislike or other negative reactions to the
idea of reading.
Table 7 shows the responses to the questions pertaining to enthusiasm
for reading. 51.7% of the total group of eighty-seven respondents placed them-
selves on level 4 of maturity. They consider reading an enjoyable, voluntary
experience; but limit the area or am01.ll1t of reading. Less than one percent of
all the respondents placed themselves on level 5, the highest degree of maturity
defined by Gray. Only a very small percentage had a negative attitude toward
reading.
Amount of Time Spent in Reading
According to Gray, the levels of maturity for volW1tary reading are
defined as reading not required by one '8 job or by everyday circumstances 0
In using Gray's criteria to determine the degree of maturity of respondents in
this study, the writer included both professional and non -professional reading
and excluded required spiritual reading.
TABLE 7







Group II 1-Group IIiI Group IV Gr01..1p V






5 I-Iave a great desire for
reading
o o. 0 I 2 33.3 I 0 0.0 , 6 30.0 115 27.8 123 26.4
4
3
Receive much enjoyment and
satisfaction from reading
Use reading as a resource
for spiritual, social, or
personal development
3 100.012 33.311 25.0110 50.0 U29 53.7145 51.7
o 0.0 12 33.3 12 50.0 13 ,'.15'-0 R 8 14.9 115 16.3
2 Neither like nor dislike
reading
", 0 0.0 I 0 O. 0 i 1 25. 0 I 1 5.0 2 3.7 4 4.6




The data in Table 8 show that 48. 3% of the total group of respondents
judged themselves to be on level 1 of maturity. That is, they spend less than I
one hour per day in doing any type of reading. This indicates that these pro-
fessionally employed persons are reading at a very low level of maturity,
which hardly seems adequate for professional people. Only 2.4% considered
themselves on level 5, reading more than four hours a day. This is a very
small percentage of the total group. 12. 7% did not respond to the questions.
Comparison of the group shows that those that have had more than ten years of
experience spend more time reading.
Breadth of Interest
The respor.,de·ats were asked to check the areas in which they read
during the past year. Tllis was done in an attempt to determine the range of
interest in a person's reading pattern. From the twenty-two areas of interest
found in Gray's study, twenty were selected for use in this study. Table 9
shows the distribution of responses according to the levels. Gray considers
level 3 to be average~
Of the total number of respondents, 32. 2% read in thirteen or mo:re
areas of interest, which, on Gray's scale indicates the highest degree of matur-
ity; 25. 3% read in seven to nine areas of interest which is the third or average
level of maturity; 26.9% read below six interest areas, and 14.9% read in ten
to twelve areas.
The high percentage, reading ill thirteen or more areas of interest, shows
TABLE 8
RATING ON AMOUNT OF TIME SPENT IN READING
Maturity
Group I Group II Group III Group rv i Group V 1"04.:«8.1
Definition of Level I
Level
%1 No.No. % No. % No. % No. % No. %
5 4 hours or more a day 0 0.0 1 16.7 0 0.0 1 5.0 a 0.0 2 2.4
4 3 hours to 3 hours 59 minutes a 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 3 15.0 4 7.4 7 8.0
a day
3 2 hours to 2 hours 59 minutes 1 33.3 0 0.0 0 0.0 1 5.0 1 1.8 3 3.4
a day
2 1 hour to 1 hour 59 minutes 1 33.3 1 16.7 ·1 25.0 3 15.0 16 29.6 22 25.3
a day
1 Less than 1 hour a day 1 33.3 4 66.6 3 75.0 11 55.0 r3 44.6 ~2 48.3




RATING ON BREADTH OF INTEREST
. a --- II g
~ Group I IGroup II Group III I Group V I T 1~1aturity ~;Group TV , ota
IJevel DefiIlition of Level
fNo.
,-
N'o. % No. % No. % No. % % I No. %l
i I5 Reads in thirteen or 1 33.3 1 16.7 0 0.0 9 45.0 ,1 17 31.5 ·'28 32.2
more levels
4 Reads in from ten to 0 0.0 2 33.3 1 25.0 3 15.0 7 12.9 13 14.9
twelve areas
3 Reads in from seven 2 66.6 2 33.3 . 2 50.0 2 10.0 14 25.9 22 25.3
nine areas
1"1 Reads in from four to 0 0.0 0 0.0 1 25.0 3 15.0 11 20.4 15 16.3.t"
six areas





a pattern of wide variation in reading and indicates that job specialization does
not hinder the respondent's reading interests.
Purposes for Reading
Of the thirteen purposes for reading listed by Gray, eleven were used in
this study. They are listed in Part II question 6 of the questionnaire.
According to Gray, the term "purposes for reading" is used in three
different senses: 1) awareness of purposes; 2) the number of purposes actually
leading to reading and 3) the value of the purposes used. In this study, only
one of GraY'8 definitio; s ,vas used with the corresponding scale, namely ~ the
incentive which causes a person to do any specific 11iece of reading. The res-
ponses are summarized in Table 10.
Data in Table 10 show that 58.5% of the hospital personnel read for more
than five or six purposes. This,' Gray considers to be above average. A very
small percentage (13. 9%) falls below this level.
Since such a large percentage of the respondents ranked above average
in their purposes for reading, it seems to indicate that the respondents are
highly motivated in their choice of reading selections and have a variety of
interests.
Non -Professional Magazines
Table 11 summarizes the distribution of the non -professional magazines
available, read frequently, read occasionally or not read at all. Fifteen non-
professional magazines were selected for their current news items such as
News Week, U.S. News an.d World Report and Time. For topics of general
· TABLE 10
RATING ON PURPOSES FOR RE.c\DING
1. t I PI F nttl Btl AU 7 . 17 1 i a J
rvIaturity Number of Purposes Used Group I Group II Group III Group IV Group V To[al
Level
, No. I I INo.No. % % No. CR . No. % I No. % %
I ,
30.0 Is 14. 91145 Nine or more PUl])OSeS a 0.0 0 0.0 a 0.0 i 6 16.0
4 Seven or eight ptlrposes 1 33.3 50.0 75.0 .83 3 40. 0 ~~ 22 40.7 i37 42.5
3 Five or six purposes 2 66.6 2 33.3 1 25.0 3 15.0 16 J 27.629.6:24
2 1'hree or four purposes 0 0.0 1 16.7 0 0.0 3 15.0 6 11.1 10 11.5





NON-PROFESSIONAL MAGAZINES AVAILABLE AND RE~t\D FREQUENTLY, OCCASI01~ALLY,
OR NOT AT ALL BY THE RESPONDE:N-rrS
...........--... -,.' ----, ~ -.--.>; ,~~-- -~-'----~:""'-.---_·~-~~-c.__=-,.... =.-,.-.,.. , .. ,~ __......,~. . '". ~
.-
-' IAvailable Read Frequently Read Occasionally Not At AllTitles
I'"NO.
~
No. % 0Jo. % % No. w1"
Arll.(; i.ca 71 81.6 17 19.5 40 45.9 9 10.3
Ave Nlaria 72 82.7 20 22.9 40 45.9 5 5.8
CO~11.mon\vcal 34 39.0 3 3.4 16 18.4 11 12.7
Criti.c 46 52.8 13 14.9 23 26.4 9 10.3
Life 63 72.4 23 26.4 35 40.2 4 4.6
tlook 62 71.2 21 24.1 31 35.7 4 4.6
Ne\vs \Veek 76 87.4 42 48.3 33 37.9 2 2.4
Readers Digest 70 80.4 28 32.2 31 35.7 6 6.9
Setturday Review 11 12.7 1 1.1 7 8.0 7 8.0
ScIence News 15 16.3 1 1.1 13 14.9 8 9.2
Sign 65 74.7 16 18.4 32 36.7 9 10.3
rfhe Pope Speaks 48 55.1 15 16.3 25 28.7 8 9.2
Tirnc:: 53 60.9 18 20.6 28 32.5
I
5 5.8
Today's Health 36 41.3 10 11.5 20 22.9 4 4.6
U.S. Ne"\vs and World Report 53 60.9 14 16.0 31 35.7 5 5.8





interest magazines such as Life, and Look were selected. Other magazines
such as Critic and Saturday Review reflect contemporary thought. The Pope
Speaks, America, and Commonweal were selected because they are geared to
Religious topics and ordinarily would be of special interest ·to religious. Most
of tile magazine titles listed have a wide circulation anl0ng the reacling public
in general.
The respondents were asked to indicate whether the magazine was avail-
able, read frequently, read occasionally, or not at ail. The tabulation shows a
high percentage of magazil1es available. The magazines most frequently checked
as available were: News 'Veek checked by 76 respondents; Ave Maria checked by
72 respondents; and America checked by 71. The magazines least frequently
checked as available to the respondents were Saturday Review checked by 11,
and Science News checked by 15.
The distribution between magazines read frequently and those read
occasionally shows an interesting pattern. In spite of the fact that the majority
of magazines were available, a higher percentage of the respondents indicated
that they read the magazines occasionally rather than frequently. The only ex-
ception to this was News Week which was more regularly read, as was indicated
by 48. 3% of the respondents.
Other magazines read regularly by the largest number of respondents
\vere: Readers Digest represented by 32.2%, Life, by 26.4% and Ave Maria
by 22.9%.
Maga.zines read occasionally by the largest number of respondents were:
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America and Ave Maria, checked by 45.9%; Life, represented by 40.2% and
News Week, by 37.9%.
The percentages for magazines not read at all were very low.
Commonweal was most frequently mentioned as not being read, as indicated by
12. 7% of the respondents.
Reading Stimulation
The responses to the question about the earliest educational period when
reading was first- stimulated are found in Table 12. Over half of the respondents
(66.7%) indicated that tl1eir interest in reading had been developed in the elemen-
tary grades. According to the hospital personnels' responses to this question,
the least stimulation for reading was at tIle upper levels -- senior high school
and college. The pressure of time required for assignments and study might be
a contributing factor here.
Influences in Reading Selection
The respondents were asked to check data regard ing influences in book
selection. This question, although found in Part III, Number 9 of the question-
naire, is discussed here. Table 13 reports the data regarding the influences of
book selection. A large percentage (80.4%) said that the greatest influencing
factor for them was the recommendation of another person. It was interesting
to note that all the groups relied heavily on the suggestions of someone else in
determining their reading materials.
In response to tIle question 'Do you consider brief periods of 5 or 10
minutes for reading valuable?" 93.1% responded ia the <;ffirmative,' while only
TABLE 12
DISTRIBurrION OF EARLY INFLUENCES LEADING TO READING FOR ENJOYMENT
j
Educational Level
I Group I Group II I Group III , Group IV I Group V r"f'otal
I t, , No.% l'Jo. % ~ N % % o/n.; No. j\ 10. No. t) No.
l.lower Grcldes 1 33.3 5 83.3 1 25.0 13 65.0 22 40.7 I 42 48.3
Upper Grades 0 0.0 1 16.7 1 25.0 ! 2 10.0 12 22. 2'~ 16 18.4
Senior High 0 0.0 0 0.0 I 0 0.0 0 0.0 3 5.5 1 3 3.4
College 1 33.3 0 0.0 I0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 1 1.1
1 33.3 0 0 0.0 20.0 112Do not recall 0.0 ; 4 22.2 1 15 16.3




DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES TO QUES1'ION: Wl-Il\T' INFLUEN~ES YOUR
SELECTION OF READING MATERIAL?
._~."-.--..--,...,.~.. .. -',' ---._--
Group I Group II I Group III I Group IV I Group V I TotalIIlfluellces I f
i I f No. IN?
.~
"No. % INa, % % % % No. %
I
1
19 95.0 140 Il{ecoffilnerlded by another i 2 66.6 16 100. a 13 75.0 80.475.91 70person
1~he Author , 2
66. 614 66.6 12 50.0 18 89.91 27 49.9 53 60.9
Certain literary type or form 11 33.3 3 50.0 3 75.0 7 18.5 24 27.635. 0 ~,10
flook Club selection 0 0.0 1 16.7 0 0.0 1 5.0 . 5 9.4 I 7 8.0
A v<d.lability of a library 0 0.0 l2 33.3 1 25.0 10 50.0 28 51.8 41 47.1
Recommended by a book 1 33.3 2 33.3 1 25.0 12 60.0 13 24.0 29 33.3
review
Other I 0 0.0 12 33.3 10 0.0 I 6 30.0 112 22.2 20 22.9




4.6% gave negative responses.
It is probably through these brief periods that most of the reading is
accomplished since a previous question showed that only a small amoWlt of
time is spent in reading each day.
Table 14 further examines influences that affected the attitude of the
hospital personnel toward reading. Having access to a public library was most
often checked (33. 3%) while exam.ples of adults in the family enjoying reading
ranked second (32.2%), and having books of your own was third (29.9%). It is
interesting to note that only (9.2%) credited the love of reading to the fact that
they were read to as children
Professional Reading Habits
Part III of the questioTh."'1airewas concerned with the professional
reading habits of the hospital personnel. The first three questions will be re-
ported upon briefly in percentages of the total group,' because the difference
between each of the five groups was very small. The questiol1S are as follows:
1. 'Do you restrict your professional reading to your particular line of
work?"
13.8% Yes 81.6% No 4. 6% No Response
2. 'Do you read more from books or from magazin.es to acquire additional
professional knowledge?"
5.8% Books 88. 5% Magazines
2.4% Equally from both
3. 4% No Response
3. ''Do you feel that your professional reading helps to make you more
competent in your field of work?"
96.6% Yes 0.0% No 3 . 4% No Response
TABLE 14
DISTRIBUTION OF EARLY INFLUENCES AFFECTING RESPONDENTS READING HABITS
I ,J I] L a 1]'
Influences
Group I Group II Group III GrouT) IV I Group V I Total
No. % No. w No. No. rr; ), T (': INo. %/:-; , No. /0.
r l26I-Iavillg bool~s of your own 0 0.0 t 2 j 0.0 6 30.0 18 33.3:::: I: 29.9Beil1[~ read to 0 0.0 2 0.0 · 1 5.0 5 9.4 8 9.2
Acces to 11ublic library 1 33.3 1 0.0 9 45.0 18 33.3 ·29 33.316.7 lO
-,
Teacher ill.cluClJ.';_:e 0 0.0 3 50.0 1 25.0 3 15.0 11 20.4 18 20.6
. Part of falnily recreation 1 33.3 1 16.7 0 0.0 4 20.0 10 18.5 ,.16 18.4
I





Otller 1 33.3 0 0.0 0 0.0 1 5.0 " 6 11.1 9.2.,




These three questions Sl10W that the majority of the hospital personnel
read beyond the interests of their particular job areas and that they do most of
their reading from professional magazines.
Professional Ma rrazines
h:
The distribution of professional magazines appears in Table 15. The
professional magazL,.es were divided the same way as the non-professional,
,
that is tl10se available, read frequently, read occasionally, or not read at all.
Other titles were written in and are recorded in Appendix II of this study ~
TIle professional magazines were readily available to almost all of
the respondents.
A study of the table shows that there is no significant difference
between the number of respondents who read the magazines frequently and
those who read them occasionally.
The magazine most frequently read by the respondents was Hospital
Progress checked by 38 or 43. 6% of the respondents; Hospitals ranking second
was checked by 28 or 32. 2% of the respondents.
Magazines that ranked highest as being read occasionally by the
respondents were Modern Hospitals and Hospital Progress with 35.7%.' lvfedical
Association ranked second ,vith 28. 7% and Hospital Topics was a close third
with 27.6%
The percentages of magazines not read at all were low. The magazine
read least frequently by the respondents was American Journal of Nursing,
13.8%.
TABLE 15
PROFESSIONAL IvlAGAZINES AVAILABLE AND READ FREQUENTLY, OCCASIONALLY,
OR NOT AT ALL BY THE RESPONDENTS
, ... 1 -
Available Read Frequently , Read Occasion:l1ly I Not At All .
l' ties
No. % INo. % INo. % No. %
~~;. ~ericarl ]ourl1al of Nursing 165 74.7 21 24.1 21 24.1 12 13.8
I-Iospitnls 64 73.5 28 32.2 21 24.1 8 9.2
H0311ital Progress 81 93.1 38 43.6 31 35.7 6 6.9
l-Iospital Topics 59 67.8 27 31.0 24 27.6 . 5 5.8
Jourl1al of tIle Amer. Med. 41 .f 47.1 "4 4.6 25 28.7 6 6.9
Associatiol1
Lab WOTld 8 9.2 3 3.4 1 1.1 7 8.0
iv1edica.l RC~.Ul~d News 9 10.3 2 2.4 2 2.4 4 4.6
Modern I-IospiLd.s 57 65.5 20 22.9 31 35.7 I ~ 2.4Nursing Outlook 37 42.5 7 8.0 15 16.3 8.0
The RN 38 43.6 13 14.9 17 19.5 .~ 10 11.5
rflle Office 23 26.4 4 4.6 7 8.0 -; 10 11.5
Trustees 30 34.5 5 5.8 13 14.9 12 12.7




It is evident from the responses tl1at tIle greater number of magazines
listed were available. However, looking at the over -all picture, it is clear
that while the n'1agazines were available, they were not being utilized by the
majority of respondents.
The data in response to the questions, "Check the way in which you
provide for your professional reading." is fOlll1d in Table 16. A large percentage
(81. 6%) of the Sisters have developed the habit of reading articles of interest
when the magazines arrive. A small percentage (12.6%) s.cheduled a definite
amoU11t of time for reading each day or week.
The figure for those reading articles of interest when the magazines
arrive indicates that the hospital personnel are interested in keeping abreast
of the new ideas in their field. However, the writer feels that they would
per11aps gain more from their reading if a definite time were set aside rather
tha,~.l their trying at random to catch a few minutes here and there as a previous
question iadj~u.ted tiley doo
Obstacles Affecting Reading
The summary of data concerning the obstacles affecting reading habits
is shown in Table 17. The greatest obstacle to an adequate reading program,
as expressed by 62. 7% of the respondents, was lack of time. The group of
respondents having ten to twenty years experience rated this higher than any
of the other divisions (80$ 0%). Apparently this group has a greater awareness
of the need for reading. Since 31.0% checked "read too slowly" as a problem,
it is apparent that this problem is prevalent among the hospital personnel.
TABLE 16
DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES TO VARIOUS PLANS OF PROFESSIONl~LP"EADING





















































Set a definite tirne each day
Set P. definite tinle each week
Read as the need arrises a 0.0 o 0.0 o 0.0 ! 1 5.0 2 3.7 I 3 3.4




FREQUENCY OF OBSTACLES AFFEC1~INGREADING HABITS OF THE SISTERS
i Group I I Group II , r 1 TTl I GTOt)1.1P IV I Gr:)up V , -r,'\,>-alObstacles I vrOJp -'-,", ~ INo,
,
I No. II No. % I No. % 9~ % No. OJ,No. % :; 10
I ~Lack of time I 2 66.6 I 3 50.0 f 3 75.0 ~ 16 80.0 , 30 55.5 I 54 62.7
Unavailability c,: professional I 1 33.3 I 1 16.7 I 1 25.0 I 2 10.0I3 5.5 ! 8 9.2nlagazincs
Lac': of interest I 0 0.0 I 0 0.0 ; 2 50.0 ~ 1 5.0 I 3 5.5 k 6 6.9
,i
Read too slo\vly I 0 0.0 ! 3 50.0 I 1 25.0 I 5 25.0 I 18 33.3 I 27 31.0
No Response I 0 0.0 I 0 0.0 I 0 0.0 I" 3 15.0 I 11 20.4 I 14 16.0




Evaluation of Personal Reading Status
A question of considerable impe'T":nce was the 110spital personnels'
evaluation of their personal reading status. The findings on this question are
shown in Table 18. Over half of the respondents (73.5%) use skimming in
meeting reading needs. A large percentage (100.0%) of those with five to
nine years of experience did this type of reading, while (75.0%) of this group
adjusted speed to the type of reading being done. Over half (59. 7%) of the
Sisters realized that their speed and efficiency was lowered because they often
re-read when perusing an article. The group with one to five years hospital
experience was lowest in this group (33. 3%)
Current Readmg
The hospital personnel were asked to list the titIes of books they were
currently reading or the book read most recently. Seventy-six (87.4%) of the
respondents were reading a book at the time the questionnaire was answered.
Two (2.4%) had read a book three months previously. Four (4.6%) had read a
book six months earlier and two (2.4%) had read a book one year previously.
Twenty-seven respondents did not answer the question at all.
The book most frequently mentioned as havL.ig been read was Psycho-
Cybernetics, by Maxwell (5 times). Other titles were listed less frequently,
and the majority of titles only once. The listing of these titles can be found in
Appendix II of this study.
TABLE 18
EVALUATION OF TI--rE PERSONAL READING STATUS OF THE RESPONDENTS
- ,
,~Group I Group II Group III Group IV I <?roup V_ Total
Evaluation
No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % I 0Jo. %
~t
Read all materials at the 0 0.0 1 16.7 2 50.0 3 15.0 15 27.8 , 21 24.1
same rate of speed \
Read some materials 1 33.3 ·5 83.3 3 75.0 16 80.0 38 70.3 63 72.4
faster than otllers
83.314Skim for mn,in ideas 2 66.6 5 100.0 15 7500 38 70.31 64 73.5
I 3
.~
Re-read as you peruse an 2 66.6 2 33.3 75.0 10 50.0 34 62.91 51 59.7
article
0Move your lips 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 1 5.0 5 9.4; 6 6.9
Use a dictionary as an aid 1 33.3 1 16.7 0 0.0 10 50.0 22 40.7 34 39.0
Other 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0






The purpose of the questionnaire was to survey the reading habits of
eighty"seven hospital persolU1el in the states of Iowa, Missouri, and Wisconsin.
According to the responses in general, both strengths and weaknesses were
evident. From all indications, the major problem was a lack of time for
leisurely reading.
The strengths revealed by the study were: 1) both professional and
non-professional magazines were readily available; 2) the respondents Y
enthusiasm for reading was high. It showed that the respondents experience
much joy and satisfaction from this activity; and 3) the breadth of reading
interest was well above average for ~~e respondents.
The weaknesses revealed were: 1) the small amount of time spent in





The purpose of this study was to survey the reading habits of the pro-
fessional hospital personnel in a religious community who has as one of its
works the care of the sick. The eighty-seven Sisters participating in the study
work in seven hospitals in the states of Iowa, Missouri, and Wisconsin.
The major purpose of this study was to examine the interests, types,
and breadth of reading done by the participants.
The specific objectives of the study included an examination of: 1) the
amolUlt of time Sisters spend in daily reading; 2) types of professional reading
materials available and the consistency with which they are read; 3) the in-
fluence of professional reading on the professional growth of the individual;
4) the purposes for reading, areas' of interest and factors which influenced
the selection of reading ~~terials; 5) the age at which reading was first
stimulated and who or what influenced this stimulation.
A survey of literature concerning adult reading habits and interests
revealed a dearth of material relating to this topic It
Responses to a questionnaire sent to ninety-eight professional hospital
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professional hospital personnel were the primary source of data. A high per-
centage (88. 8%) of the questionnaires was answered and returned. In order to
deterlnine attitudes and interests, the completed questionnaires were grouped
according to the years of hospital experience:. Group I, those having one year
or less of experience; Group II, those having two to four years experience;
Group III, those having froln five to seven years experience; Group IV, those
with ten to twenty years experience; and Group V, those having more t11an twenty
years experience.
To a certain extent, Gray's Reading Maturity Scale was used in analyzing
some of tIle questions. Responses to other questions were reported and analyzed
without using any specific criteria.
Findings and Conclusions
The following findings and conclusions may be drawn from an analysis of
the data presented in this research paper. The writer feels that on the whole
the hospital personnel were very frank and open in their self-appraisal.
1. The greatest obstacle to reading was a lack of time. The hospital personnel
spend eight hours a day working, and have religious exercises which may
occupy approximately three hours of time daily. It was rather disturbing
to find that almost half of the respondents spend less than an hour a day
reading. Over-crowded schedules do not play an important role here.
The writer feels that the problem is a value system which does not include
time for reading.
2. The majority of respondents indicated that professional reading materials
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were readily available to them and that these influenced their professional
growth. Yet an extremely high percentage of the respondents failed to
utilize the materials at hand. Many of the respondents read only
current magazine articles at random. Therefore, they need to be
guided so that they make better use of professional books and magazines.
3. The number of purposes for which a person reads is a gauge of his matur-
ity. It was encouraging to find the majority of the respondents reported
reading for seven or more purposes. Many of them read for nine or
more purposes which indicated the highest level of maturity according to
Gray's scale. A third of the hospital personnel read for five or six pur-
poses, and these are average in their reading maturity.
4. The magazines available to the hospital personnel are of good quality
and are representative of materials that are widely read today. Maga-
zines of general interest are more widely read than are those containing
factual information.
5. The hospital personnel reported in general that the earliest age at which
they were stimulated to enjoy reading was in the elementary grades. In
addition to this, the example of adults in their families and having books
of their own helped to foster the reading habit.
6. At the time that this study was being made (87.4%) of the respondents
were currently reading a book, and nine (9.4%) had read a book within
the previous few weeks or months. The titles of the books indicate a
variety of interests. The high percentage of readers is encouraging and
hopefully foreshadows a higher level of reading maturity for hospital
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persolli1el in the future.
7. Many of the hospital persoIUlel revealed their concern about their reading
habits and a desire for reading improvement.
8. This study confirms the findings in similar studies which reveal a need
for increased maturity in reading amol1g adults.
The desire to improve their reading was expressed by many of the res-
pondents. A course in reading improvement might be one solution to this problem.
Also, some guidance should be given to the respondents as a measure of helping
them to best utilize the materials at hand.
The questionnaire in itself should have been of some value to the respon-
dents in that: 1) it served to make them aware of their past weaknesses in the
area of reading; 2) it .opened new challl1els of personal and professional enrich-
ment through reading; 3) it recalled each person's obligation to improve her
own skills so as to make her a more enriched and effective person.
Reading, therefore,' is one of the most important media in opening up
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Sister Ann Perry is working for her Masters Degree in education. with speciali-
zation as a reading clinician. We have agreed that it would be profitable if her
research paper were a help in the continuing development of the community.
She has my approval to send this questionnaire to the Sisters in the Health Care
Apostolate. While it may sometimes seem burdensome to answer questionnaires,
I would urge you to cooperate with Sister in whatever way you can. Answering
the questionIlaire will only take a few minutes; at the same time it may bring about
new awareness and provide personal ~otivation for utilizing more already avail-
able reading materials 0 At any rate, it could well increase alertness to present
opportlUlities.
I am grateful to Sister Ann and appreciate l1er willingness to integrate our needs
into her work.
Sincerely yours in Christ,'
·fA'" , /t.':.'> . '" '(..-/ 7?l__ ':X__,/l,__,'~/""';-'._ .......... ~ C-/ .C 7<../,'-f L·L.--(' j










We are living in a rapidly changing world where much knowledge is
required. Reading helps us to acquire this knowledge. In fact, as adults, we
fulfill many life needs through reading. For example, we read to meet the
demands of everyday living, to carryon occupational activities, to satisfy
intellectual curiosity, to understand current events and to satisfy spiritual and
emotional needs. In other words, reading is a necessary and important part
of our lives.
Because of the importance reading plays in the life of an adult, this
study is being made. The questionnaire attached to this letter comes to you with
the permission and approval of Sister Virginia Mary. The survey items it
contains are planned to explore the voluntary reading habits among the professional
"hospital personnel in our cOlnmunity. The resulting research paper will be in
partial fulfillmeEt of the requirements for a masters degree from Cardinal Stritch
College.
The replies will be anonymous, because the data collected will be
appraised according to general trends rather than evaluating the reading habits
and interests of an individual.
Your response to the questionnaire is very important to this project.
Unless almost all of the questionnaires are returned the conclusions will not
be valid. A summary of the data will be sent to you up'on completion of this
project.
Please return the questionnaire to me by November 24, 1969.






1. Sister, may I please have about twenty minutes of your time to check the
attached questionnaire?
2. Upon completion, please return the questionnaire to me in the enclosed
envelope.
3. May I ask that all questionnaires be returned to me by November 24, 1969.
4. Thank you. I am grateful for your time and effort.
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A SURVEY OF THE READING Ht\BITS OF THE PROFESSIONAL
HOSPITAL PERSONNEL IN A RELIGIOUS COMMUNITY
Part I
1. Check the number of years of your hospital experience.
1 year or less
2 to 4 years L.,clusive
5 to 9 years inclusive





10 to 20 years





Other - List: -----------------
3. Check the amount of education you have had.
High School
College: 1 to 3 years inclusive
Bachelor Degree














Other - List: ---------------------
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Other - List: ---------------------
Part II
1. Your enthusiasm for reading might fall into one of the follOWing categories.
Check the category in which you find yourself.
'ave a great desire for reading without limitations as to the
rca(ing areas.
Receive much enjoyment, pleasure or satisfaction from reading.
Use reading as a resource for spiritual, social or personal
development, but do not especially enjoy it.
Have neither a like or a dislike for reading.
Have a definite dislike for reading~
2. How many hours a week do you spend reading? This includes all kinds of
reading, both professional and non-professional, but excludes required
spiritual reading.
Hour (s)
























4. If you are reading a book at the present time, what is the title and who is
the author? Do not include required spiritual reading.
Title: Author:
5. If you are not reacling a book at this time, list the last book you read and
check the number of weeks or months ago you read it.
Title: Author:
Within 1 2
Over a year ago
3 weeks Wit11L, 1
12 months
3 6




To l<eep posted on current ---
events
Fill in or kill time
F or relaxation








To satisfy spiritual needs
To meet the demands of
daily living (e. g. current news)
7. In the first column check the non -professional magazines available in
your convent or hospital libraries. In the last three colunms checl< the
column which best describes your frequency of reading.
























8. Do you consider brief periods of 5 or 10 minutes for reading valuable?
Yes No
A part of family recreation
Example of adults in your
family
Other - List :Having access to a public
Teacher influence
9. If you read for enjoyment, when was this first stimulated?
Lower Grades College
Upper Grcldes Do not recall
Senior Hig11
What influenced this stimulation for reading?
Having books of your own
Being read to by an adult
10.
Part III
1. Do you restrict your professional reading to your particular line of work?
Yes No
2. Do you read more from books or from magazines to acquire additional
professional knowledge?
Books Magazines
3. Do you feel that your professional reading helps to make you more com-
petent in your field of work?
Yes No
4. Name a professional book that is a valuable reference to you.
Title: Author:
5. In the first column check the professional magazines available in your
convent or hospital libraries, in the last three columns check the column
which best describes your frequency of reading.













Mas zines fAvailable Read Frequently Read Occasionally Not at All
Medical Record I INews •I







6. Check the way in which you provide for your professional reading.
Set a definite amOtUlt of time for it each day.
Set a definite amoWlt of time for it each week.
Read articles of interest as magazines arrive.
Read as the need arises.
78 Do any of these obstacles affect your reading habits? Please check.
Lack of time for reading.
Unavailability of professional magazines or books.
Lack of interest in reading.
Read too slowly.
8. Evaluate your personal reading status. (Check as many as pertain to you)
Do you notice that you:
Read all materials at about the same rate of speed.
Read some materials faster than others.
Often skim for main ideas.
Often re-read as you peruse an article.
Move your lips.
Use a dictionary as an aid to meaning and pronWlciation.





9. What influences your selection of reading material?
pertain to you)
Recommended by another person
The author of the selection
Certain literary type or form
Recommended by a book review
Other - List: ---------------------
-6-
10. Thank you for your patience and cooperationl Feel free to add any






LIST OF RECENTLY READ BOOKS
REPORTED READ BY RESPONDENTS
AUTHOR
Agnes, Martha S. C •H., Sister


























Haley, Joseph E. CSC
Hammerskjold, Dag
Hanlon, James.










The Wonderful World of Tomorrow
Beyond Management by Objectives
Manchild in the Promised Land
Inuk
The Sea Around Us
Understanding the New Theology
Advice From a Failure
Secular City
Criswell Predicts
Sex: Female, Religion: Catholic




High Level of Wellness
Credo
Suffering
The Man and the Woman
Escape from Freedom
The Art of Loving
The Child of Miracles (2) *
In This House of Breed
A Future to Hope In
The Catholic Experience
Sisters in America Today
Markings
Administration and Education
















































Gift from the Sea
Autobiography of Malcolm X
The Magic Powers of Self-Image
Psychology
Psycho-Cybernetics (5)
No One Must Ever Know
New I<nowledge in Human Values




The Cross and the Switchblade
Tielhard and the Creation of the Soul
Vietnam Crisis
Tough Minded Optimist












This Stranger, My Son (2)
Awesome Power of the Listening Ear
Beautiful Bible Stories
LIS"r OF PROFESSIONAL BOOKS REPORTED READ BY RESPONDENTS
AUTI-IOR






Fitzpatrick, Eastman, and Ruder
Goldman







Koontz, Harold and O'Donnell















Better Patient Care Through Nursing
Research
Clinical Nursing (2) *
Dietetics for tile Clinician




Basic Psychiatric Concepts in Nursing
Professiol1al Management (2)
Hospital Pharmacy
Principles and Methods of Teaching
Legal Aspects of Medical Records




Handbook of Physical Medicine and
Rehabilitation
Psychology and Health Today
I-Iospital Organization and Principles (2)






Working With Others for Patient Care
Medical-Surgical Nursing
Cyclopedic Medical Dictionary (2)
Management ACCOlU1ting for Hospitals
The Private Secretary Manual
* The numeral in parenthesis indicates the number of times that title appeared.






AHA Cl.1arts of Accounts
AI-fJ). Manuals
American Journal of Hospital P11armacy (2) *
American Journal of Nursing
Americall Journal of Technology









Joumal for Practical Nurses
Journal of Medical Technology





Your Health and Safety
* The numeral in parenthesis ffidicates (-- number of times that title appeared.
